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Sl. 
No

Description of item Rate unit Amount

1

Earth work excavation for foundation and trenches 
in all kind of  soil upto   required depth   incl. 
refilling the sides of foundation with selected 
excavated earth, watering, ramming and 
consolidation etc. complete.

a 210.00 M3 up to 1.50M 1M3
b 71.00 M3 1.50M to 3.00M 1M3

2

Earthwork excavation  by mechanical means 
(Hydraulic excavator) /manual means for 
Foundation PIT and trenches in Hard rock (blasting 
prohibited) upto a required depth including 
watering, ramming & consolidation etc., as per IS 
specification.

a 7.00 M3   -do- upto a depth of 1.5m 1M3
b 5.00 M3   -do- above  1.50 to 3.0m. 1M3

3 290.00 M2

Providing Pre-construction anti-termite  treatment 
for foundation and basement as per IS 
specifications to be executed by a reputed company 
approved by the dept. and  backed with service 
guarantee of 10 years etc. complete.

1M2

4 110.00 M3

Labour charges for filling excavated earth for 
foundation and basement in layers of required thick 
including watering, ramming and consolidation etc. 
complete.

1M3

5 5.00 M3

Supplying and filling of river sand for foundation 
and basement in layers of required  thick including 
watering, ramming and consolidation etc. complete. 1M3

6 20.00 M3

Supplying and filling of quarry dust for foundation 
and basement in layers of 200mm thick including 
watering, ramming and consolidation etc. complete. 1M3

7

Plain Cement concrete 1:4:8 using  40mm size HBG 
machine broken jelly,coarse  river sand including 
mixing in mixer machine, laying, consolidation and 
curing etc. complete

a 43.00 M3 For foundation and flooring 1M3

8

Supplying, fixing and removing of steel centering 
and shuttering to correct line and levels fully leak 
proof to avoid leakage of cement slurry including 
strutting etc. complete 

a 140.00 M2 Footing 1M2

b 60.00 M2 Plinth beam 1M2

Name of the Work :- CONSTRUCTION OF GUEST HOUSE IN CMC RUHSA CAMPUS.

Qty



Sl. 
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9

Supplying, fixing and removing of 12mm thick 
plywood centering and shuttering to correct line 
and levels fully leak proof to avoid leakage of 
cement slurry including strutting etc. complete 

a 300.00 M2 beam ,lintel & lintel cum sunshade 1M2

b 205.00 M2 For columns 1M2

c 240.00 M2 For Roof   Slab and stair case 1M2

10 11000.00 Kgs

Supplying fabricating,placing and tying in position of 
steel reinforcement including cost of 18 gauge MS 
binding wire etc.complete.for all RCC works 

1Kg

11

Providing and laying in position ready mixed M-25 
grade concrete for reinforced cement concrete 
work, using cement content as per approved design 
mix, manufactured in fully automatic batching plant 
and transported to site of work in transit mixer for 
all leads, having continuous agitated mixer, 
manufactured as per mix design of specified grade 
for reinforced cement concrete work, including 
pumping of R.M.C. from transit mixer to site of 
laying , excluding the cost of centering, shuttering 
finishing and reinforcement, including cost of 
admixtures in recommended proportions as per IS : 
9103 to accelerate/ retard setting of concrete, 
improve workability without impairing strength and 
durability as per direction of the Engineer - in - 
charge.  

a 1.00 M3 For Foundation 1M3

b 1.00 M3 Roof slab and Beams 1M3

12

Providing and laying in position  machine batched 
and machine mixed design mix M-25 grade cement 
concrete for reinforced cement concrete work, 
using cement content as per approved design mix, 
excluding the cost of centering, shuttering, finishing 
and reinforcement, including admixtures in 
recommended proportions as per IS: 9103 to 
accelerate, retard setting of concrete, improve 
workability without impairing strength and 
durability as per direction of Engineer-in-charge.        

a 55.00 M3 For Footings,plinth beam 1M3

b 15.00 M3 For Columns 1M3

c 16.00 M3 For Roof Beams, Lintel,Sunshades, 1M3

d 30.00 M3 For Roof Slab and stair case 1M3
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13 0.75 M3

Casting and fixing in position of RCC 1:2:4   for 
precast lintel using 20mm size HBG machine broken 
jelly, coarse well graded river sand incl. mixing, 
laying, consolidation, curing, cost of all materials,   
necessary mould and platform etc. complete but 
excl. cost of steel and fabrication 

1M3

14 0.50 M3

Casting and fixing in position of RCC   1:2:4 for  
precast slabs using 3 to 8mm size HBG machine  
broken chips, coarse river sand including cost of all 
materials, necessary mould  and platform, smooth 
finishing with CM 1:3 for all exposed surfaces and 
curing etc. complete but excluding cost of steel and 
fabrication.

1M3

15 4.00 M3

 PCC 1:3:6 using 20mm size HBG machine broken 
jelly, coarse river sand including cost of all materials 
,mixing, laying,consolidation and curing etc.., 
complete (For dummy column)

1M3

16 1.00 M3

Cement concrete 1:4:8 using 20mm size brick jelly 
for toilet filling to a required height incl. cost of all 
materials, mixing , laying, consolidation and curing 
etc. complete.

1M3

17

Brick wall in Cement-mortar 1:6,230mm and above 
thick using non-metric bricks of size  
230x115x75mm  (chamber burnt)including cost all 
materials and curing etc.., complete. 

a 19.00 M3  Foundation and basement.                 1M3

b 55.50 M3 super structure up to floor v level 1M3

18 1.00 M3

Brick wall in Cement-mortar 1:3,230mm and above 
thick using non-metric bricks of size  
230x115x75mm  (chamber burnt)including cost all 
materials and curing etc.., complete. (for steps)

1M3

19 80.00 M2

Brick work in CM 1:4 for partition wall using non-
metric bricks  of size 230x115x75mm(chamber 
burnt)  including cost of all materials, labour for 
placing 2nos - 6mm dia MS rods at every 3rd course 
and curing etc. complete (steel will be measured 
separately & Supplied by Dept free of cost.).

1M2

20 3.00 M2

Brick on edge work in CM 1:4  using  non-metric 
bricksof size 230x115x75mm(chamber burnt)   
including cost of all materials and curing etc. 
complete for cupboard,working platform support 
walls.

1M2

21 400.00 M2

Plastering with CM 1:5, 12mm thick over new 
surface of internal brick walls including  cost of all  
materials and curing etc. complete.

1M2
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22 245.00 M2

Plastering with CM 1:3, 12mm thick for all RCC 
exposed surfaces and providing drip bands for 
sunshades and roof projections incl. cost of all  
materials,hacking, neat finishing and curing  etc. 
complete 

1M2

23 35.00 M2

Plastering with CM 1:3, 20mm thick mixed with 
approved quality water proof compound 2%  by 
weight of cement used for damp proof course 
including cost of all materials, finishing and  curing 
etc. complete.

1M2

24 320.00 M2

Plastering with CM 1:5, 20mm thick  over external  
surface of new brick walls including providing 
grooves as required, cost of all materials and curing 
etc. complete  in all floors at all heights.

1M2

25 130.00 M2

Supply and fixing of chicken mesh double fold for  
column, wall joint including cuttting to required 
size, drilling holes, fixing wooden plug including cost 
of all materials etc complete.

1M2

26 33.00 M2

Plastering with CM 1:3, 20mm thick mixed with 
approved quality water proof compound 2%  by 
weight of cement used for top surface of sunshade 
including cost of all materials, finishing and  curing 
etc. complete.

1M2

27 0.50 M3

Encasing with cement concrete 1:3:6, using machine 
broken HBG chips  10 to 12mm size  to PVC pipes in 
toilet pits and wherever necessary incl. cost of all 
materials, necessary shuttering, laying, 
consolidation and curing etc. complete.

1M3

28 20.00 M2

Supplying and  laying of Non-skid ceramic plain 
tiles, 1st quality 300x300mm size of approved 
make and colour  set in CM 1:3, base with 2mm  
spacers in both direction including grouting the 
joints with  Roffe compound tilemat  matching 
colour, giving proper slope, cleaning and curing etc. 
complete for toilet floor (Basic rate of tile Rs.360.00 
/m2)        

1M2

29 80.00 M2

Supplying and fixing of Glazed Plain wall tiles 1st 
quality 200x300mm size of approved make and 
colour  set in CM 1:3  base including pointing with 
white cement mixed with colour pigments, 
providing  best quality PVC corner edge beads, 
cleaning  and curing etc. complete for 
dadooing.(Basic cost of  tiles :- Rs.360.00/1M2)

1M2
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30 227.00 M2

Supplying and fixing of Vitrified/ceramic tiles,1st 
quality 600x600mm size of approved make and 
colour set in CM 1:3, base with 3mm spacers in 
both directions including pointing with Roffee 
compound tile mate/approved equivalent mixing 
with colour pigments,cost of all materials,cleaning 
and curing etc. complete for floor.(Basic rate tile-
Rs.-600.00-/1M2)       

1M2

31 17.50 M2

Supplying and fixing of Vitrified/ceramic tiles of 
size 600x600mm ,100mm high 1st quality of 
approved make, pattern and colour set in CM 1:3  
to match  the joints of the floor  including cutting to 
size,pointing with Roffee compound tile 
mate/approved equivalent mixing with colour 
pigments including cost of all material, cleaning and 
curing etc. complete.   For Skirting. (Basic Rate of 
Tile Rs600.00 / 1M2)

1M2

32 6.00 M2

Supplying and laying of Full length Kota stone 18 to 
20mm thick  of approved quality and size  set in CM 
1:3 base, including cost of all materials, pointing 
white cement with matching colour 
pigments,providing bevelled nosing , polishing with 
tin oxide to high degree glossy finish, cleaning and 
curing  etc. complete For Staircase treads.   (Basic 
cost of kota stone:- Rs. 600.00 /1M2).   

1M2

33 3.00 M2

Supplying and fixing of Kota stone 18 to 20mm 
thick  of approved quality and size  set in CM 1:3 
base, including cost of all materials, pointing white 
cement with matching colour pigments, polishing 
with tin oxide to high degree glossy finish, cleaning 
and curing  etc. complete For Staircase Risers.   
(Basic cost of kota stone:- Rs.  600.00 /1M2).   

1M2

34

Supplying and fixing of Kota stone 18 to 20mm thick 
of approved quality and size  set in CM 1:3 base, 
including cost of all materials, pointing white 
cement with matching colour pigments, polishing 
with tin oxide to high degree glossy finish, cleaning 
and curing  etc. complete   (Basic cost of kota stone:- 
Rs.  600.00 /1M2).   

a 3.00 M2 For Landing 1M2
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35

Supplying and fixing in position of  highly polished  
Granite slab 18 to 20mm thick of approved quality 
and approved sample, set in CM 1:3, including cost 
of all materials, pointing white cement with 
matching colour pigments,  cleaning and curing  etc. 
complete.  (Basic rate of granite Rs.1600.00 /1M2).

a 6.00 M2  For Table top, 1M2

b 1.00 M2  For Door strip 1M2

36 2.00 Nos

Extra for providing opening of required size & shape 
for wash basins/ kitchen sink in kitchen platform, 
vanity counters and similar location in 
marble/Granite/stone work including necessary 
holes for pillar taps etc. including rubbing and 
polishing of cut edges etc. complete.

1No

37 18.00 M
Provideing full nosing to exposed edges of granite in 
table top etc.complete 1M

38
Supplying and fixing in position of following 
Wooden Door  where ever necessary as per sketch 
and specification.

a 3.15 M2 MD -Size 1500x2100MM 1M2

b 6.30 M2 D1 -PVC Coated Flush Door (  Single shutter)-Size 
750x2100MM

1M2

c 1.89 M2 D1a -PVC Coated Flush Door (  Single shutter)-Size 
900x2100MM

1M2

d 3.78 M2 D2 -Flush Door (  Single shutter)-Size 900x2100MM 1M2

e 13.86 M2
D3- Flush Door (  Single shutter)-Size 1100x2100MM

1M2

39
Supplying and fixing in position of following 
Wooden window  where ever necessary as per 
sketch and specification.

a 12.15 M2 W1 - Window - 900x1350mm 1M2

b 1.62 M2 W1(a)- Window - 900x900mm 1M2

c 14.58 M2 W2- Window - 1200x1350mm 1M2

d 7.20 M2 FW - Window - 2000x1800mm 1M2

e 1.08 M2 FG 1 - Window - 600X1800mm 1M2

F 2.44 M2 FG 2 - Window - 900X1350mm 1M2

40

Supplying and fixing in position of following 
Wooden ventilator  where ever necessary as per 
sketch and specification.

a 2.50 M2 V1 - TOP Hung  Ventilator - 750x600mm 1M2
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41
Supplying and fixing in position of following 
Wooden Cup boards   where ever necessary as per 
sketch and specification.

a 1.00 M2
Underneath Cupboard Combined  -UCB2(Size-
1200x650M)

1M2

42 10.40 M
Supplying, fixing of staircase hand rail as per sketch 
and specification 1RM

43 40 Nos Supplying and fixing in position of MS powder 
coated curtain brackets of approved make and 
colour with necessary  wooden plugs/ supports and 
screws including cost of all materials etc., as 
directed by the engineer. 

1No

44 30 M Supplying and fixing in position of 25mm dia (OD) 
MS powder coated curtain rod 20 gauge of 
approved make and colour  including  cutting cost 
of all materials etc., as directed by the engineer. 

1RM

45 250.00 Kgs

Supplying and fixing in position of MS grill with 
outer frame,approved design using Ms flats,square 
rods including  cost of all materials,fabrication 
charges,1 coat of yellow  oxide primer and two coat 
of synthetic enamel paint etc etc.., complete 

1Kg

46

Supplying and fixing of the following  PVC pipes  
including cutting charges, cost of cement solvent for 
joining and fixing with necessary specials,cost of all 
materials etc.., complete for internal pipe lines. 
(ABOVE GROUND LEVEL)

a 3.00 M 40mm dia 6Kgs/CM2(incl. specials) 1RM

b 5.00 M 50mm dia 6Kgs/CM2(Excl. specials) 1RM

c 3.00 M 63mm dia 4Kgs/CM2(Excl. specials) 1RM

d 10.00 M 75mm dia 4Kgs/CM2(Excl. specials) 1RM

e 18.00 M 110mm dia 4Kgs/CM2(Excl. specials) 1RM

47

Supplying and fixing of the following dia  SWR  PVC  
pipes including cutting charges,cost of cement 
solvent for joining and fixing with necessary SWR 
PVC  plumbing specials for external sewage line, 
waste water line including necessary scaffolding 
etc.., complete but excluding cost of specials and 
MS brackets which will be paid seperately.

a 8.00 M 75mm dia  - Type-B 1RM
b 15.00 M 110 mm dia  - Type-B 1RM
c 16.00 M 110 mm dia  - Type-A 1RM
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48
Supplying of SWR supreme make PVC specials of 
the following sizes and specifications etc. complete.

a 2.00 Nos 110x75mm reducer             1No

b 3.00 Nos 110mm dia single plain 'Y'            1No

c 2.00 Nos 110mm dia door 'Tee'            1No

d 4.00 Nos 110mm dia door bend             1No

e 5.00 Nos 110mm dia 87.5 plain bend       1No

f 6.00 Nos 110mm dia plain Tee           1No

g 6.00 Nos 110mm dia coupler 1No

h 4.00 Nos 110mm dia 45 bend (shoe)        1No

i 2.00 Nos 110mm dia end cap               1No

j 2.00 Nos 75mm dia single 'Y'             1No

k 2.00 Nos 75mm dia plain Tee              1No

l 2.00 Nos 75mm dia coupler                 1No

m 2.00 Nos 75mm dia door  bend             1No

n 2.00 Nos 75mm dia 87.5  plain bend       1No

o 2.00 Nos 75mm dia door Tee               1No

p 2.00 Nos 75mm dia end cap               1No

q 2.00 Nos 75mm dia 45 bend . 1No

r 2.00 Nos 110 x 75mm Bush     1No

49 20.00 Kgs

Supplying and fixing of required size brackets and 
clamps using MS Angles, MS flats, and MS threaded 
rods as instructed by Engineer including one coat of 
metal primer, two coats with  synthetic enamel 
paint making holes in wall for fixing cement 
concrete for packing finishing the surfaces etc., 
complete

1Kg

50

Supplying of G.I special clamp with coach screw, U 
bolt , nut  & washer of the following sizes of G.I Pipe 
supports and specifications etc. complete.

a 8.00 Nos 100 mm length 1No

b 15.00 Nos 230 mm length 1No

51

Supplying , cutting,threading, laying and joining of  
G.I. pipes ' B ' class  ISI make with necessary ' UNIK' 
make specials  including cost of all required 
materials, clamps, teak wood plugs and screws  etc., 
complete. (ABOVE GROUND LEVEL)

a 4.00 M 15mm dia 1RM

b 10.00 M 20mm dia 1RM

c 10.00 M 25mm dia 1RM

d 15.00 M 32mm dia 1RM

e 6.00 M 40mm dia 1RM

f 6.00 M 50mm dia 1RM
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52

Supplying and fixing in position of concealed pipe 
line using following dia. Flow guard CPVC pipes code 
No- SDR - 13.5 - 22.5 Kgs/CM2 with necessary flow 
guard CPVC specials, brass lined specials at outlet 
points including cutting cost of cement  solvent for 
jointing, fixing with necessary specials pressure 
testing the pipe line as per specifications, cost of all 
materials , chasing the brick walls, finishing the 
same with chickenmesh and cement plastering with 
CM1:5 and curing etc.. complete.

a 20.00 M 15mm dia 1RM

b 25.00 M 20mm dia 1RM

c 15.00 M 25mm dia 1RM

53 2.00 Nos

Providing and placing on terrace (at all floor levels) 
polyethylene water storage tank, ISI : 12701 
marked, with cover and suitable locking 
arrangement and making necessary holes for inlet, 
outlet and overflow pipes but without fittings. 
(1000ltrs capacity)

1No

54 4.00 Nos

Supplying and fixing in position Hind ware make 
cascade wall  mounted type EWC (White colour) 
with  trap  and dual flush ceramic   cistern (cat No:-
20028) with all internal parts of the cistern for 
efficient  functioning with matching polypropylene 
solid  hard seat and cover  of approved  make with 
polythene buffers and flap, metal brackets, nylon 
connections etc. complete as per standard 
specifications.

1No

55 1.00 No
Supplying and fixing in position of White EWC with 
''S "trap parryware make  white colour  with all 
required fittings etc.., complete.

1No

56 1.00 No

Supplying, installing, testing and commissioning of 
Magnum type Urinals with 32mm dia CP waste 
coupling with dome type grating, 32mm dia, urinal 
spreader, 15mm dia C.P. flush valve with C.P pipe, 
SS bolts and nuts to fix the urinal with all hangers 
and brackets complete with wall flanges.

1No

57 1.00 No

Supplying and fixing in position of Slimeline  
combiflush twin flush type plastic cistern (white) for 
EWC including required fittings such as lst quality 
inlet nylon connection,pvc flushing pipe etc.., 
complete.

1No

58 4.00 Nos

Supplying and fixing in position of Parryware White 
glazed  wash hand basin 550x400mm including all 
fittings such as brackets,15mm dia CP pillar cock 
(plumber make)1st quality inlet nylon 
connection,CP waste coupling, etc., complete.

1No
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59 1.00 No

Supplying and fixing in position of   white   glazed 
oval  type  counter wash hand basin   including cost 
of all fittings, such as  sink cock(swinging spout) , 
inlet nylon connection , CP Bottle trap,CP waste 
coupling  etc. complete.

1No

60

Supplying and fixing in position of follwing size and 
specification Stainless steel sink  including cost of  
all required  fittings  and plumbing specials such as 
cp wate coupling  etc.., complete.

a 1.00 No Sink with border (24"X 18"X 10") 1No

61 6.00 Nos

Supplying and fixing of Supreme make PVC nahini 
plain floor trap of 110mm dia. with  S.S round jally 
including cost of cement solvent for joining,cement 
mortar for fixing in position etc., complete.

1No

62 5.00 Nos

Supplying and fixing of 110mm dia  Supreme make 
PVC  multi floor trap with S.S. hinged type square of 
cement solvent for joining,cement mortar for fixing 
in position etc.., complete.

1No

63

Supplying and fixing in position of following types of 
bath room fittings of approved make including cost 
of all materials and required specials  etc.., 
complete.

a 2.00 Nos 15mm dia CP long  body bib cock 1No

b 10.00 Nos 15mm dia CP Angle cock  for WHB & flush tank. 1No

c 5.00 Nos 15mm dia CP  Two way bib cock with health faucet 1No

d 4.00 Nos CP Bottle trap 1No

e 5.00 Nos 15mm dia CP open stop cock. 1No

f 1.00 Nos 15mm dia CP short  body bib cock 1No

g 5.00 Nos 15mm dia Two in One Wallmixer 1NO

64 5.00 Nos

Supplying and fixing in position of  Chromium plated 
towel rod 600mm long with required teak wood 
plugs and screws including cost of all material etc.., 
complete. 

1No

65 5.00 Nos

Supplying and fixing in position  of mirror of size 
600 x 450 mm with hard board back &  plastic frame 
alround including cost of all materials and required 
screws etc. complete. 

1No

66 5.00 Nos
Supplying and fixing in position of  plastic shower 
rose 100mm dia of approved quality including cost 
of all material etc.., complete. 

1No

67 5.00 Nos

Supplying and fixing in position of  Brass Chromium 
plated Soap tray ofapproved make with teak wood 
plugs and screws including cost of all material etc.., 
complete. 

1No
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68

Supplying and fixing in position of ISI Elco brand gun 
metal Gate valve heavy duty including cost of all 
materials and required specials etc.., complete. 

a 3.00 Nos 25mm dia 1No
b 2.00 Nos 32mm dia 1No
c 2.00 Nos 40mm dia 1No

69

Supplying and fixing in position of Zoloto make 
Butterfly value  with G.I flange, bolt &net , including 
cost of all materials and required specials etc.., 
complete. 

a 2.00 Nos 50mm dia 1No
b 2.00 Nos 65mm dia 1No

70

Supplying and fixing of the following dia PVC  pipes 
below ground level  including cutting charges,cost 
of cement solvent for joining and fixing with 
necessary specials,earth work excavation, refilling, 
filling sand 150mm alround pipe , refilling with 
excavated earth, cost of all materials etc.., 
complete.

a 15.00 M 110mm dia 6Kgs/CM2(incl. specials) 1RM

71

Supplying and fixing of the following dia G.I.  pipes 
below ground level  including cutting charges,cost 
of all materials, joining and fixing with necessary 
specials,earth work excavation, filling sand 150mm 
alround pipe , refilling with excavated earth, cost of 
all materials etc.., complete.

a 10.00 M 50mm dia 1RM

b 10.00 M 65mm dia 1RM

72 3.00 Nos

Supplying and fixing in position of ''p'' or  ''s'' type 
150mm stoneware gully traps square mouth , grade 
A with 100mm dia outlet of approved make set in 
1:2:4 PCC bed of 200mm thick and enclosed in 
230mm thick brick masonry chamber of inner size 
300x300mm using non metric bricks in CM 1:6 , 
plastered with CM 1:3 ,20mm thick on both sides, 
providing cast iron cover with frame of size 
300x300mm -7Kg/No  on top , effecting proper inlet 
and outlet connections including necessary 
excavation and back filling etc.., complete.   

1No
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73

Construction of  Manhole chamber with 230mm 
thick  brick wall using non metric bricks of size 
230x115x75mm (chamber burnt)  Plastering inside 
with CM 1:3, 20mm thick, Plastering outside with 
cm 1:5, 12mm thick upto 150mm  below Finished 
Ground  level, providing 50mm  thick precast  cover 
slab on top (But excluding cost of steel 
reinforcement) including earth work excavation, 
sand filling 75mm thick, CC 1:4:8 100mm thick, 
refilling the sides with excavated earth, finishing in 
all respects and curing etc. complete.

a 3.00 Nos Inner size-600 x 600 upto a depth of 750mm 1No

74 22.00 M3

Weathering course with brick jelly lime concrete in 
the proportion of 2.5:1 over roof including giving 
necessary slope, soaking in jaggery and gallnut 
water, well beaten with wooden beaters, incl. cost 
of  all materials and curing etc. complete.

1M3

75 230.00 M2

Supplying and laying of one course of machine 
pressed tiles 230x230x18mm size of approved make 
in CM 1:3 mixed with water proof compound 2% by 
weight  of cement used, splash tile at junction of 
wall and roof and pointing the joints  with the same  
mortar including cost of all materials and curing etc. 
complete.

1M2

76 400.00 M2

Painting two coats with Acrylic emulsion paint of 
approved make  and colour over new walls  and 
ceilings with one coat of water based  primer after 
preparation of the surface smooth and even with 
Birla wall care putty/ approved  equivalent including  
cost of all materials, proper roller finish, brush etc. 
complete.

1M2

77 80.00 M2

Painting two coats with synthetic enamel paint of 
approved make and colour over  new wood works  
with one coat of wood primer  incl. surface 
preparation with application of putty cost of all 
materials, brushand scaffolding  etc. complete.

1M2

78 4.25 M2

Painting two coats with synthetic enamel paint of 
approved make & colour over the new ironwork 
including surface preparation, necessary putty,cost 
of all materials, brush and scaffolding etc. complete

1M2

79 400.00 M2

Painting two coats with exterior acrylic emulsion 
paint of approved make and colour over new walls 
and ceiling with one coat of exterior water based 
primer incl, cleaning the surfaces, cost of all 
materials, brush and scaffolding etc complete.

1M2
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80 10.00 M2

polishing with  sheenlac French polish to a  
satisfactory finish over new wood work incl. surface  
preparation, cost of all materials etc. complete. 1M2

81

Painting new G.I. pipes with three coats consisting 
of  one coat of zinc chromate primer and two coats 
of  Ist quality synthetic enamel paint of approved 
make and colour  incl. cleaning the pipes, cost of all 
materials and brush etc. complete.

a 4.00 M 15mm dia 1RM
b 10.00 M 20mm dia 1RM
c 10.00 M 25mm dia 1RM
d 15.00 M 32mm dia 1RM
e 6.00 M 40mm dia 1RM
f 6.00 M 50mm dia 1RM

82 4.50 M

Supplying and fixing of Aluminium angle 
40x25x3mm in toilet area (or) other areas wherever 
the level difference in floor level etc,complete 1RM

83 2500.00 Kgs

Supplying and fixing in position of MS pipe/box/ L 
and T sections for vertical posts, purlins, rafters  
(medium class) and M.S plate, bolts & nuts for 
providing holder for purlins, including cost of all 
materials, cutting, welding, grinding smooth to all 
welding joints, fabrication charges 1 coat of zinc 
chromate  primer and two coat of synthetic enamel 
paint etc etc.., completeetc.complete.

1Kg

84 90.00 M2

Provifding and fixing on roof with pressed clay tile 
of size 230x230x18mm norminal thickness and of 
approved size  and as per approved pattern on steel 
frame work complete.( Steel frame work to be paid 
separately)

1M2

85 100.00 M2

Providing and fixing   Mangalore tile roof over 
preesed tile with CM 1:3 and of approved size  and 
as per approved pattern on steel frame work 
complete.( Steel frame work to be paid separately)

1M2

86 25.00 M

Providing and fixing   Mangalore Ridge tile roof over 
the  roof tile with CM 1:3 and of approved size  and 
as per approved pattern on steel frame work 
complete.( Steel frame work to be paid separately)

1RM



Sl. 
No

Description of item Rate unit AmountQty

87 2.50 M2

Supplying and fixing of Terra cota jalli of approved 
make and colour  set in CM 1:3  base including 
pointing with  white cement mixed with colour 
pigments,  cleaning  and curing etc,. complete 
.(Basic cost of  tiles :- Rs.300.00/1M2)

1M2

88 20.00 M2

Supplying & fixing concrete uni regular polished 
paver blocks (Tablemould/rubber mould)of 60mm 
thick approved color & make having a crushing 
strength 30 Kg/sq cm over 50mm thick coarse sand 
bedding using clean dry river and with less than  3% 
of stilt & clay and not more than 15% retained on 
2.36mm, sieve each paver block unit to be placed 
firmly with the neighbouring unit the approved 
pattern including applying vibration to the paver 
block with suitable plate vibrators and vibrating the 
dry sand into the joints till the sand tops  at the 
joints including cost and conveyance of all materials 
and labour for fixing them conforming to IS 
standards for tensile strength abrasion  resistance 
and skid resistance tests and directions of the 
engineer.(sand filling shall be measured and paid 
for seperately)

1M2

89 5.00
Lorry 
loads

Transporting the debris by lorry from CMC RUHSA 
campus to outside of the campus including loading 
and unloading charges etc. complete.(capacity 
5.5M3/load).

1   
Lorry 
load

Sub Total


